**ECSS Membership Package**

- Reduced registration fees at the [ECSS annual congress](#)
- Full online access to the *European Journal of Sport Science (EJSS)*, including back issues plus bimonthly hard copies (when ordered) and latest articles (including DOI) published ahead of print
- Discounted books from Routledge, Taylor & Francis Group
- Access to additional selected journals from Routledge, Taylor & Francis
- Review new book releases from Routledge, Taylor & Francis
- Discount on language checking, proofreading, and editing of papers and conference presentations – offered by JM Proofreading & Editing
- Participation in the ECSS Young Investigators Award (YIA) – only members are eligible to enter the YIA competition
- The opportunity to be nominated for ECSS elections
- The opportunity to be elected for boards
- Latest ECSS news and information

The ECSS also supports your career development through its freely available [Job Vacancies](#) and [Events Calendar](#), the ECSS congress abstract database, and public video channel [ECSS.tv](#), which hosts a wide variety of scientific presentations from the annual congress.